New 2017 Products!
Clue Master™
Logical Deduction Game

Tippy the Dog needs to unlock a secret door to return to his dog
house, and he needs your help! In this mind-bending game of
deductive reasoning, players use positive and negative visual clues to
unlock the secret door. The goal is to place all nine magnetic tokens
in the proper arrangement to solve each challenge. Clue Master is a
fun logic game that helps develop the skill of deductive reasoning, a
key ability in math, science, and computer programming.

Info
MSRP: $12.99
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/clue-master

Color Cube Sudoku
3-D Sudoku Puzzle Without Numbers!

Color Cube Sudoku is a brilliant re-imagining of the classic Sudoku
puzzle using colors instead of numbers. Flip and arrange your nine
color cubes until no colors repeat in any row or column. Sound easy?
MSRP: $19.99
With over 2 trillion different ways to position the 3-D cubes, it’s
MSRP: $12.99
8 and up
more challenging than it may appear. Once you have mastered the Ages Ages
8 and up
Player
traditional puzzle, try your hand at a series of bonus challenges for SinlgeSingle
Player
even more fun!

InfoInfo

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/color-cube-sudoku

Compose Yourself™
Start Writing Original Music in Minutes!

You don’t have to know how to write music or even own an instrument
to be a world-class composer. Created by famous composer and cellist,
Maestro Philip Sheppard, Compose Yourself teaches children as young
as six to play with music. To create your own melody, arrange the cards
in a visual pattern, enter the codes with our music making software
online, and hear your piece played by a full symphony orchestra! Then
flip, rotate, rearrange and even add more cards to create your very own
masterpiece. With over 200 million musical compositions and endless
learning opportunities, Compose Yourself will ignite your love of music.

Info
MSRP: $19.99
Ages 6 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/compose-yourself

Media: Visit www.ThinkFun.com/Media-Center for more information.
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New 2017 Products!
Escape the Room

Secret of Dr. Gravely’s Retreat
A Challenging Room Escape for Experienced Players
The year is 1913 and you are the lucky winner of a free stay at Foxcrest
Retreat, where the famed Dr. Gravely has improved upon the latest in
spa treatments and relaxation for those of high social standing. Upon
your arrival, however, you and your fellow guests may find the “health
retreat” is not what it seems...

Info
MSRP: $21.99
Ages 13 and up
3-8 Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/retreat

Fidgitz™

Entertaining Brainteaser You Won’t Want to Put Down
This three dimensional mechanical puzzle begs to be picked up and is
impossible to put down! Fidgitz twists and turns in a unique fluid
motion that will mesmerize players for hours on end. Your goal is to
twist and manipulate the puzzle until one side is all blue and the
other side is all white. It’s a challenging brainteaser and a fidget toy
all in one!

Info
MSRP: $9.99
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/fidgitz

Lunar Landing™
Zero Gravity Logic Game

Help! You’re on a mission to a distant moon and your computers have
staged a revolt, leaving you stranded outside your mothership. Now
you must use your five loyal helper-bots to find a way back to the ship’s
emergency entry port - or you’ll be stranded in space forever! Created by
the inventors of Rush Hour, Lunar Landing is one of the greatest logic
puzzles of all time. Originally released in 2000 under the title Lunar
Lockout, this new version is part of ThinkFun’s All Star Logic Games
collection, where we re-release some of our greatest logic puzzles with
updated packaging and artwork!

Info
MSRP: $14.99
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/lunar-landing
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New 2017 Products!
Roller Coaster Challenge
Thrill Ride Building Game
Hang on! In this thrilling engineering challenge, players get to
build their very own roller coasters. Start by choosing a challenge
card and setting up the pieces to match. Then, players use the
remaining pieces to build a working roller coaster that meets the
build conditions on their challenge card. Roller Coaster Challenge
incorporates elements of a logic puzzle, while also allowing for the
creativity that stems from free-form building. Once you have solved
each challenge, you get to watch a real coaster car glide down the
track, complete with dips, curves, and loops.

Info
MSRP: $29.99
Ages 6 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/roller-coaster-challenge

Spin-a-roo™

Sorting and Counting Game
Spin-a-roo is a fast-paced counting and sorting game that offers
young learners two ways to play! Players take turns cranking the
spinner, and watching the colorful tokens appear like magic. Then,
the race is on to collect the most tokens as you sort numbers and
colors, or count up and down from one to ten. Spin-a-roo reinforces
critical STEM skills in young learners, and is exciting enough for the
whole family to play together!

Info
MSRP: $19.99
Ages 4 and up
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/spin-a-roo

WaveBreaker™
Shifting Seas Logic Game

The waves are rising and you’re far out at sea in a small red boat. Your
challenge: Find an open channel to your home port before the crew
declares a mutiny! To play, arrange the boats on color-coded wave
bars as instructed on a challenge card, then try to reach safe harbor
through the crashing waves. Originally released in 1997 under the title
Stormy Seas, Wave Breaker is part of ThinkFun’s All Star Logic Games
collection, where we re-release some of our greatest logic puzzles with
updated packaging and artwork.

Info
MSRP: $19.99
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/wavebreaker
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